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What do you do? 
 
This exercise gives students practice using vocabulary connected with professions. 
In English, rather than ask: “What is your job?”, people typically ask: “What do 
you do?”  in reference to a person’s job. This simple exercise helps 
beginner/elementary students learn how to use the correct verbs to talk about 
professions as they reply to each work related question. Highlight to students the 
different forms: do; to be; verb infinitive + in/for/with. 
 
1. What does a doctor do? – A doctor helps sick people. 
2. What does a car mechanic do? – A car mechanic fixes//repairs cars. 
3. What does a shop assistant do? – A shop assistant assists customers. 
4. Where does a shop assistant work? – A shop assistant works in a shop?  
5. What does a joiner do? – A joiner works with wood. 
6. What does a chef do? 
7. What does a waiter do? 
8. Where does a secretary works? 
9. What does an architect do? 
10. What does a soldier do? 
11. What does a photographer do? 
12. What does a musician do? 
13. What does a dentist do? 
14. What does a film director do? 
15. What does a computer engineer do? 
 
When students have practiced this form several times, alternate the exercise to elicit 
questions about jobs, for example:  

 
My wife works in a hospital – Is your wife a nurse? 
My mother works in education – Is you mother a teacher? 
My father works with wood – Is your father a joiner?  

 
16. My girlfriend/boyfriend works in law.  
17. My husband/wife works in construction. 
18. My sister works with cars. 
19. My friend works in theatre.  
20. My friend works with computers. 
21. My friend works in medicine. 
22. My brother works in a bakery. 
23. My cousin works in a restaurant. 
24. My sister works in a bar. 
25. My uncle works with electrical equipment. 
 


